
Overviews with folding spring SUF
 Quickly and inexpensively updatable
 information.

Overviews with folding spring SUF
  Versatile use for variably 

changing information.

Acrylic folding spring

The asymmetrical signposts have 

an interesting effect. These 

particularly transparent and 

weightless elements are fixed on 

one side and are equipped with a 

floating acrylic folding spring.

SUF 6020 S SUF 6020 S SUF 6020 S SUF 6020 S

SU        stands for the 

system sieben 

overviews

SUF      Folding spring 60      Height in cm

20      Width in cm

The width is set at 20 cm.

S      Silver anodized

L      Lacquered

Article description Construction, surface material Size Color system profiles

Unilateral signposts  

The acrylic folding spring for the format DIN 

A4 is only attached to the wall with a profile. 

With a printer, the inserts can be made 

quickly and easily, the assembly is easily 

done with the supplied system key. Printouts 

on semi-transparent foils look particularly 

elegant and weightless.

Item number SUF 3020

Overviews SUF can be used, for example, as elevator panels. In a building, elevator and staircase cores 

form the vertical traffic axis, which is the most important connection in all high-rise buildings. A means of 

orientation in the immediate vicinity of the elevator and additionally in the car is an indispensable component 

of the guidance system. At this point, the visitor gets an overview of all the building‘s facilities; by spending 

time in the elevator area, he becomes intensively involved with the „face“ of the building. The elevator panel 

in system sieben fulfills its task in a matching, slim design. The use of labeled foils allows the user to update 

quickly and inexpensively.

Example 

The lift tray is the extended version of a DIN 

A4 interchangeable pocket, which can also 

be made to order in different heights. The 

acrylic folding spring is inserted and secured 

in the lateral holding profile. The lettering 

is inserted by means of foils and can thus 

be updated at low cost. Various single-slice 

carriers are available for a permanent design. 

Article number of the example: SUF 6020

SVW 6020

297

420

594

Data in mm 200

Standard sizes

SUF 3020

SUF 4220

SUF 6020

SVW 3020
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